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            SEE WHAT IS COOKING UNDER THE HOOD

Adel specializes in technology-driven, community-based projects with an emphasis on blockchain. From financial gaming platforms to blockchain incubators, we strive to improve and empower our end users, by providing unique and progressive ideas, powered by strong and reliable technology.
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                    AdelTrade

                    AdelTrade is a new online competitive gaming platform that focuses on financial markets. Anyone can join and participate in virtual 'real-time' trading with other competitors. A fun way to learn, win and earn!                    	
                             WATCH
                                VIDEO
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                    Adel Incubator

                    Adel Incubator is a technology incubator for blockchain innovation. Our community collaborates on ideas to collectively create business plans. Expertise within the community brings mentoring, learning, and employment opportunities. Members can vote on projects and successful projects are re-invested for further growth, or issued as rewards to members.                     
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                    Siesta Cloud

                    Siesta Cloud is a multipurpose e-commerce portal generator. By innovating business models and removing barriers, Siesta Cloud creates unique digital ecosystems where everyone can share their vision and bring it to life.                    	
                             WATCH
                                VIDEO
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                    Adelphoi (ADL)

The Adelphoi cryptocurrency was created to support our community, our guiding principle.

ADL can be used not only to facilitate internal transactions within our community, but also to give members additional benefits while using AdelTrade and Adel products.

Discover benefits of using ADL in our projects.

	Participation in the Adel Incubator
	Free competition entries with AdelTrade
	Launch portal with Siesta Cloud
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                        “Adel, an incubator for blockchain projects… one of the first… to comply with anti-money-laundering and know-your-customer rules”

                    

                    Zanny Minton Beddoes

                    	Editor-in-chief
	Apr 29, 2017
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                        “Adel offers a decentralized alternative to traditional venture capital funding, angel investments, and other established financial sources.”

                    

                    Ali Paterson

                    	Chief Editor
	Dec 14, 2016
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                        “Best-in-class business practices and an efficient and self-sustaining community”

                    

                    Roger Aitken

                    	Contributor
	Dec 6, 2016


                

            

                    

            





    
        
            
                
                    $ADL Adelphoi ▲
                    Ethereum Token ID# 0x660e71483785f66133548B10f6926dC332b06e61
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